
Information for your Your booking for Stella

To get to Stella please use the post code PH152JQ. Drive in to the heart 
of Dull. Past a row of cottages, when you see the large stone Church 
you make Right turn just before the grave yard gates.

You will see a sign that says ‘The Tabernacle’ Drive in 1st gear up our 
steep drive, passing a modern white house on the right called The 
Heights' when you get to the top, drive straight on through the gates 
marked 'The Tabernacle' park up in front of the green Tabernacle, please 
leave the space closest tot eh Tabernacle for the main house.

 At the end of the car park turn left down a small gravel path. You will 
find Stella behind a wooden fence parallel to where you have parked 
your car. 

You can find the exact location using this link on google maps:
https://goo.gl/maps/EzasFDZXggZ13BUo7

To contact us WhatsApp us on 0044 7717748708 or 00447760260137

Check in time is 3pm 
Check out time is 11am

We do have a lot to prepare before our next guests arrive so we ask that 
guests are ready to leave promptly at these times unless otherwise 
arranged with us.

We offer guests a contactless check-in. This means our guests can 
arrive at Stella and safely check in without unnecessary contact with 
another person(s).  Rest assured, the team are on hand if you have any 
problems, just get in touch and we’ll be there to help.

Parking area

https://goo.gl/maps/EzasFDZXggZ13BUo7
https://loveland.farm/contact


Our carpark a shared space, it is for Stella and The Tabernacle, please 
park logically so that everyone has space to get in and out. We advise 
that you drive in and turn your car so the it’s easy to leave.

Snow

In the event of snow or extreme ice during the winter; if you do not have 
a 4WD, please leave you car at the bottom of our drive in the parking 
bay on the left hand side, just after you turn up our drive. There is a sign 
that says ‘Tabernacle Parking'. This land belongs to us.

Take great care on the paths and around the Hottub it can get very 
slippery during the winter.

The Wifi Password is ‘airstream’
The wifi network is also airstream

Hottub use

The hot tub lid slides off, we advise that you allow it to rest to the left of 
the tub when you use it.

After you have finished please replace the Hottub lid or all the heat 
will be waisted.

Please have a shower before you get in the tub and remove all heavy 
makeup and fake tan. If you do not the Ph of the water will be affected 
and we can not guarantee that the water will stay clear.

Please not use our towels to wipe heavy foundation or fake tan off your 
body. If towels are left with stains from makeup or mud you will be 
charged to replace towels that are stained. 



By using the Hottub you are automatically agreeing to our Hottub 
disclaimer, which can be found  at the bottom of this PDF and in 
the terms and conditions section on our website, please read it for 
your own safety. We do not claim any responsibility for guests 
while in or around the hot tub area.

Pergola Area

This is your private zone. We have done our best to make it rain proof. 
However it is Scotland and the rain does not always fall from the sky the 
way we want it to…sometimes it is horizontal. In the event of never 
ending horizontal rain, the covers of the outside bed area might be a 
little damp. We call this an act of God. During the winter months we 
remove the mattresses to stop them from spoiling. The fairy light and 
festoon lights will magically illuminate this area. Please close the lights 
before bed our of respect for the neighbours 

Parties 

We have a strict no party policy at all our spaces. We ask that our 
guests respect the tranquility of the area and the neighbours by not 
playing loud music outside or by being super loud at anti social 
hours in the hot tub. 

Wood 

There is a fire pit that you can use, it can be very useful for the midges 
as well.

Wood is charged by the bag, you can find the bags in the trunk at the 
back of stella. If you use the bags we ask you pay via the airbnb 
Resolution Centre if booking via airbnb after your stay. If you have 
booked via the website we will invoice you after your stay. That way you 
only pay for what you use. If you ever need more wood please send us 
a whatapp and we will arrange for your wood box to be topped up. 



Please be very careful when building fires. And do not leave them 
unattended.

Hard wood per bag - £8 Kindling per bag - £5 

Lowering the Booth Table

The seating booth becomes a double bed when needed. This is a two 
person job

To do this you need to look at the telescopic legs and open all 4 levers. 
Once open apply pressure on the top of the table. 

Lower it and re-tighten the levers to hold it in place (please do not over 
tighten the levers)

The seating below the long window contains the extra cushions that 
create the double bed. 

Please store excess back cushions in this locker not on the floor.

If you have booked the space for 4 people then your extra bedding will 
be on the main bed.

Locking the Door

• Stella door has a combination code. 
• If you make a mistake just press C to clear it and start again
• Just pull the door to lock it
• When it rains we ask that you please shut the door. Due to the 

curvature of Stella the rain will fall inside when the door if left open.



Personal safe

Under the kitchen sink we have added a Safe (not that you need one as 
it is extremely safe here) the code is 23232323.

The village is very safe. Mostly we all look out for each other, and to 
date we have never had a problem with theft.

Your Award winning Super King Mattress

We did a lot of research in to your bed!!! When we travel there have 
been too many times that we have woken up in a beautiful place having 
had a terrible night sleep.

It was one of the most, if not the most important thing for us to offer you 
a fantastic bed and bedding so that you leave Stella rested and happy

Your mattress is a Super Kingsize EMMA mattress. It won the WHICH 
best mattress award in 2018.

Your bedding is 100% pure cotton 

There is also built in storage for all your clothes in the draws.

Heating 

There is underfloor heating in Stella, we will set this to a constant 
ambient heat so there is no need to play with the control panel for this; 
which is the white box above the toaster.



If the space is too hot or not hot enough, then you can play with the 
temperature. You will find the same looking thermostat by the bed. 
Please ask if you need any help.

We have noticed that guests have a tendency to leave the door open 
when in the Hottub. If your heating is on please close the door!

Water

Stella’s water system is powered by a pump. It is there for normal to 
hear the pump when you turn on a tap. The sound will go when taps or 
shower are not in use.

Hot water

Stella has constant hot water.

The Shower

Please note every part of Stella is bespoke, the shower door can drip if 
opened very quickly after a shower. It's better to open it in, rather than 
out.

The Loo

Please do not flush anything but loo Roll down the Loo. Please never 
add bleach or your own detergents in to our septic system. It is a private 
ecological system and can be damaged by harsh chemicals.



Lighting indoors

Stella has a main lighting switch to the left of the door

Ambient Night lights - the groovy purple light switch, is found beside the 
radiator on the end of the kitchen unit.

Bedside lights - see switch on the light fixture

There is a wall dimmer on the left hand side wall at the end of the bed 
for the bedroom end lights

Bathroom lights - find pull switch hanging as you enter.

Lighting outdoors

Outside airstream lights - the switch is to the right of the door, inside

Hot-tub pergola lighting - 

please find the outside ground plug to the right of the entrance to the 
airstream, turn on the right switch on to activate festoon and fairy lights. 
They must be turned off before bed out of respect to our neighbours. 
Please Never turn off the Hot Tub by accident!

Our Garden

The flower bed in front of the airstream has a big bush of lemon balm on 
the left hand side, if you want to make tea you may pick some

The raised bed in front of the hot tub is mostly full of wild rocket, again if 
you would like some please help yourself.

Our garden is 100% organic no nasty pesticides are used.



We have designed the garden so our two amazing spaces have total 
privacy. We ask that you respect the Tabernacles privacy and do not 
wonder in to the garden around the main house. Please enjoy the 
garden in front and below Stella.

Occasionally, Dave the strimmer man will arrive to help cut the grass 
around Stella. Its a very annoying sound…. I apologise in advance if this 
happens while you stay…we will do everything we can to time it so that 
our guests are not around when the lovely Dave is doing his thing.

Your welcome to wonder down the steps in front of your space to see 
our meadow. It was planted in the spring of 2018. This is a space that all 
our guests are welcome to use. Down there you will find our spring.

Your also welcome to pick apples in the autumn months of the trees

Our Amazing Spring 
‘Little Yew”

If you wander down the garden to our wildflower meadow, just before it 
you will see a Rowan tree covered in red berries in the autumn. Just 
beside this is our spring.

The spring was the original source of water for the village of Dull and 
was described in the 1800’s as have miraculous qualities. From the 
period of 2016-2019 we worked very hard to level the area around the 
spring to create a wild flower meadow to attract and encourage the 
wildlife to thrive at The Tabernacle. We also uncovered an ancient 
broken drainage system that was causing the lower garden to be water 
logged. It took us two years to open up the land, allowing it to drain and 
dry before we could separate the hill run off from the main spring. We 
did this to insure the purity of the spring from a seasonal burn that runs 
down past the house and traverses on though our garden before exiting 
in to the field. 



In the spring of 2019 we built a beautiful Well around the spring to 
honour this amazing source of water. 

We believe that the huge stone the channels the water from the Well is 
the original ancient Well stone. You can see the scalloped water marks 
at the end of it. We found this stone a few meters from the spring before 
we created the new well.

The water has been tested and is perfectly pure, please feel free to fill 
up bottles and drink as much pure Scottish spring water as you wish.

The water coming out of your tap is mains water not spring water.



Walks from Stella

Above the carpark is Rose Cottage Field which is co-owned by our 
family. You can access Dull woods by passing through the field, around 
the chicken coup and in to the woods. Once in the woods you take the 
path to the top of the pine trees. When you get to the top and in to the 
clearing, you can go right along a path that follows all the way along the 
edge of the field and spits you out through a series of gates. After the 
second gate you have the option to turn left towards Camserney or 
Right towards Dull. If you go towards Dull you can continue through a 
third gate and pass through the whole village and eventually back up our 
steep drive home to Stella

If you decided to go left after the second gate you can walk to the pretty 
village of Camserney. Once you get there turn right through he village 
and right again on the main road. After the community gardens on your 
right and the wee bridge there is a foot path that will take you safely to 
the turn off to the village of Dull. Why not stop off at the Highland safari 
park for a coffee on your way back. They serve light lunch and offer lots 
of excursions around the local area. Including a boat trip on Loch Tay.

If you fancy a much longer adventure then turn left at the top of Dull 
woods. You then walk along for some time before turning right and 
winding up and up along a forest road through the forestry commission 
forest. If you persevere your reach Dull lookout point and have a 
staggering view across the valley and in to Loch Tay. Its directly above 
our property ..



The Story of Stella

Stella was birthed as an idea with the click of a button on boxing day 
2017. An eBay love affair. She was brought off the Airstream factory line 
by a Canadian family in 1973. She stayed in the same family till 2017. 
She arrived to her new home in January 2018 in the snow.



HighlandSpaces HotTub disclaimer; 

1. Always keep the hot tub covered when not in use. This will 
conserve energy and more importantly prevent animals and 
young children from falling/climbing in. It will also help 
prevent dirt and debris from getting in. Always drain any 
standing water from the cover. 

2. If your hair is long, put it up in a ponytail or bun to avoid 
getting it caught in the filter or drain. 

3. The temperature is set @ 38 Celsius degrees = 100 
Fahrenheit, please don’t play with the temperature control, note; 
If you increase the temperature Make sure the hot tub is at the 
appropriate temperature, taking in to consideration the people 



who will be using it. Children should never be in a hot tub if the 
water is warmer than bathwater (about 90 Fahrenheit = 33 
Celsius degrees). For adults, maintain the water temperature 
below 104 Fahrenheit = 40 Celsius degrees. 

4. Avoid drinking alcohol or using drugs in the hot tub. The hot 
water will amplify and speed the effects of any alcohol or drugs. 
Alcohol makes you drowsy, and falling asleep in hot water can 
be very dangerous. In addition to the risk of drowning, your 
body cannot regulate its temperature as well when you are 
asleep, which can lead to dangerous overheating. 

5. Similarly, avoid using the hot tub when overly tired, or at 
least have a more alert person join you to wake you up. 

6. Never use electrical devices (including phones, radios, TVs or 
any other corded device) in or near the hot tub. If you must have 
one nearby, use a battery-powered device and place it on a table 
a safe distance from the water. Be sure all electrical outlets are a 
safe distance from the hot tub as well, in keeping with local 
building codes. Corded devices and outlets present a real risk of 
electrocution if they get wet! 

7. Always shower with soap and water before and after using a 
hot tub. . Please remove facial foundations and fake tan before 
using the hot tub. Failure to do so will cause the hot tub to 
change colour and can result in an alteration in Ph. Showering 
before will prevent lotions and skin oils from gunking up the 
filter and prevent bacteria from entering the pool, and 
showering after will help remove any chemicals or bacteria that 
linger on your skin, preventing rashes and infection 

8. Be cautious when using the hot tub during the winter. If the 
temperature outside the hot tub is below freezing, water 



splashed over the edge can quickly freeze into slippery ice. Be 
careful when exiting the hottub 

9. Your reservation is confirmed when the booking fee has been 
received. The booking contract is between the client/Hirer and 
HighlandSpaces. Once the client/ Hirer enters into this 
agreement with HighlandSpaces they also agree to the hot tub 
disclaimer terms and conditions. 

Use your common sense and enjoy! 

I the client/hirer agree to the disclaimer 


